The full text of the New York Times is available online from 1980 to the present in ProQuest and LexisNexis. You can search by date or subject or keyword.

**Location of the Print Index for Historical Research**

The print index for the New York Times is in the Index/Abstract collection on the third floor of the library – call number AI21 .N44.

The microfilm is also on the 3rd floor in the Periodicals Department.

Microfilm copy machines are available on the 3rd floor.

Use your Osprey Card as a debit card to print and copy in the library. There are add-value machines on the first three floors.

Printing and copying costs 10¢ per page.

**How to Use the Index**

Select the year you want. 1944 was used for the example in this guide.

Look at the subject headings.

**World War II** is a specific subject that is then divided by many sub-headings.

Select the sub-heading **Anecdotes and Incidents**.

Select this story: (It’s just the headline/title as it appears in the paper).

US stretcher bearers order Jap soldiers to halt firing, thinking they are US marines: Japanese obey, Ja 17,5:7

**DATE, PAGE AND COLUMN REFERENCES** appear as Ja 17,5:7, meaning that the story will be found in the January 17 issue, page 5, column 7. Sunday edition sections, except the first, are indicated by Roman numerals following the date, as Ja 9, IV,2:3.

**World War II Headings**

The following is taken directly from the New York Times Index.

**World War II**: General material is indexed under this heading. For example, stories on Axis-occupied countries as a whole are indexed under World War II--Axis-Occupied Countries, but specific material on France appears under the heading France in the body of The Index. Similarly, stories on general aspects of peace and post-war conditions will be found under World War II--Peace and Post-War Conditions, but stories on specific phases, such as Currency, Food or War Relief appear under specific headings in the body of The Index.

Material under war front subheads is paragraphed according to subject interest such as general strategy, personnel, or commands delineation, or according to the smaller area in which action occurs. Direct reference to these paragraphs may be had from cross-references in the body of The Index. For example, under World War II--Mediterranean Front, material on Rome appears in the paragraph on Italian mainland action with a cross-reference from Rome in the body of The Index.

Find your microfilm in the **Periodicals Department** on the 3rd floor of the library. There are microfilm copy machines in case you want to make copies.